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Objective of Financial Reports 
- Financial Accounting is an information reporting system designed to relieve information 

asymmetry in economies 


Demand for Accounting Information 
- There are two distinct sources of demand


1. For valuation to address adverse selection problems and ensure capital market efficiency 

2. For stewardship and efficient contracting to address contracting and moral hazard 

problems 


Information Asymmetry (IA) 
- Information asymmetry occurs when one party to a transaction is at an informational 

disadvantage to the other (i.e. they do not know as much as the other party)

- A unifying theme that formally recognises that some parties to business transactions may have 

an information advantage over others 

- Two main types 


1. Adverse selection (valuation)  
• A type of IA where a party to a transaction has an information advantage over other 

parties 

• There is adverse selection between shareholders and management and between 

shareholders themselves 

2. Moral Hazard (stewardship/efficient contracting) 

• A type of IA whereby a party to a transaction/contract can observe their actions in 
fulfilment of the transaction but the other cannot 


• Management potentially suffers from moral hazard since they can undertake actions that 
are in their own self-interest at the detriment of shareholders 


Adverse Selection vs. Moral Hazard 
- Both adverse selection and moral hazard result from information asymmetry 

- The differences are that:

• Adverse selection involves hidden information about a firm’s future cash flow before 

transaction 

• Moral hazard involves hidden action, i.e. the manager knows how hard they are working but 

investors do not, after transaction

- An example of IA - Job application 

• Employer has a huge amount of information asymmetry about the prospective applicants - 

adverse selection risk

- How can the employer mitigate risk?


• Employee - once offered employment and signs contract, shirks,

- How to mitigate moral hazard?
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Adverse Selection in Capital Markets  
1. AS between managers and investors 

• Managers know more about the current condition and future prospects of the firm than 

outside investors

• Outsiders prone to AS in equity offers


- mangers may behave opportunistically, may delay or selectively release information 
thereby reducing the ability of investors to make good investment decisions 


• Managers may offer stock only when they know the offer price > their private assessments of 
the company’s value


• Managers may attempt to issue overvalued securities so as not to dilute the claim of existing 
shareholders 


• Due to AS, investors require a higher rate of return on equity to compensate for risk

2. AS between investors 

• Information asymmetry causes AS in transactions between buyers and sellers of firm shares

• Less liquidity for firm shares - decreased willingness of uniformed investors

• Decrease in bid amount for shares = increases bid-ask spread

• Firms must issue capital at a discount to overcome investors’ reluctance 

• Higher cost of capital for firm as a result of discount


Consequences of Adverse Selection  
- Lower liquidity 

- Decreases informativeness of prices to guide resource allocation

- Increased information risk and thus a higher cost of capital 

• Cost of capital = the required rate of return

• For equity securities cost of capital is an increasing function of adverse selection

• Assume a share with no information risk but a systematic risk requiring a return of 10%


- Share price = $10 with expected payoff of $1

• Now assume some information risk when offered by manager this investor only prepared to 

pay $9

- Thus cost of capital for firm is 11.11% = $1/$9


Adverse Selection in Capital Markets  
- Capital markets match the demand and supply of capital

• Savings accumulated by individuals and firms who want to invest capital and generate 

returns

• Entrepreneurs and managers want to attract investment opportunities that exceed their 

current supply of funds

• Capital markets enable savers and entrepreneurs/mangers to do business and match the 

supply and demand of funds 

- Distortion of matching savings to investment opportunities due to information asymmetry 

• Entrepreneurs/managers have better information about expected return and risk  

• Difficulty for savers to search for the best investment opportunities 


- Rational investors value all ideas equally 

• The average value of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ business ideas

• ‘Good’ ideas penalised, these entrepreneurs find financing terms unattractive


- Opt to leave public capital market and seek private funding

- Increased proportion of ‘bad’ ideas in the public market


- Over time, ‘bad’ ideas crowd out ‘good’ ideas

• Capital markets break down

• Rational investors anticipate AS and respond by offering more unattractive financing terms 


- Capital markets collapse - good shares withdraw from market 

• Lower amount of funds get raised overall - bad for the economy
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Example: 

- Half of the shares in the market are ‘good’ ($10 each) while the other half are ‘bad’ ($5 

each)

- Investors are unable to distinguish between the two types of shares

- Rational investors value all shares equally at the average value (50%*$10 + 50%*$5 = 

$7.50)



Pecking Order Theory  
- Some types of securities are more prone to AS than others 

• AS costs lower for debt offerings than equity offerings


- Debt has a nominal face value, payoffs known

- Equity offered at a discount due to AS costs


- Pecking order theory

• Perceived AS costs make debt a cheaper form of external capital 

• First internal funds, then debt issuance, then equity issuance 

• Managers do not want to dilute existing shareholders claim, issue overvalued securities - 

market participants aware of this and discount firm value to reflect AS costs


Share Prices and Dilution of Current Shareholders Wealth  
- Assume a firm with one owner/shareholders with 1 share = $10

- If firm issues 1 further share at $10 then wealth of owner remains the same

• $20/2 shares = $10


- If firm issues shares at <$10 e.g. $8 then wealth of owner is diluted:

• $18/2 = $9


- If firm issues shares at >$10 e.g. $12 then wealth of owner increases

• $22/2 = $11


- Therefore a firm has an incentive to issue over-valued shares


How to mitigate adverse selection in capital market 
- Make information less asymmetric

• Mandatory financial reporting

• Voluntary information reporting

• Other information intermediaries:


- Financial analysts 

- The media


- Commitment to increased disclosure reduces information asymmetry 

• This should in turn reduce the discount at which shares are sold

• This should lower the costs of issuing capital
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Moral Hazard in the Firm  

Key Contract (Principal-Agent) Relationships in a Firm 
A. Shareholders and Manager 
- Moral hazard occurs due to separation of ownership and control

- After receiving money from investor, managers act in their own best interest rather than the 

interests of investors 

- It is effectively impossible for shareholders and creditors to observe mangers effort

• Managers may be tempted to shirk

• Pay/perks unrelated to firm performance

• Dividend Retention and Empire Building

• Enterprise growth rather than profitability 

• Risk Aversion (safe projects only)


B. Shareholder and Debt-Holders 
• Assumption that interests of managers and shareholders are aligned

• The debtholder is the principal and the manager acting on behalf of shareholders is the agent 


Public Debt is Important  

Moral Hazard Costs of Debt 
• Debt Contracts provide managers with incentives for:


- Excessive dividend payments

- Asset substitution 

- Claim dilution

- Under-Investment 


AS and MH Problems in Capital Markets  
- Capital markets will not function efficiently if AS and MH problems are not mitigated 

• Some problems have been mitigated, but in practice some distortions still exist

• Corporate financial reporting is one the most important mechanisms to reduce both AS and 

MH problems 
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Role of Financial Reporting  
- AS reduced: increased information provided to investors before making investing decisions 

• Thus improve operation of capital markets (the valuation objective)

• How: Provide decision useful information


- MH reduced: supplies information about business outcomes and reduces conflicts of interest 
by providing a basis for contracting between investors and managers

• Thus improve operation of managerial labor markets and efficiency of contracts (the 

stewardship objective)

• How: Use Net Income as a managerial performance measure 


Objectives of Financial Reporting 
- Valuation Objective of Financial Reporting: Desirable Characteristics

• Valuation objective of Financial Reporting also referred to as decision usefulness view

• Value of Equity Share = Future Payoffs / Discount Rate

• Basic characteristics of the information demands for valuation objective:


- Need information to predict future cash flows and discount rate 

- Stewardship/Contracting Objective of Financial Reporting: Desirable Characteristics 

• Also referred to as the efficient contracting view

• Basic characteristics of information demand for efficient contracting:


A. Emphasis on contracts. A firm can be defined by the contracts it enters into 

- Compensation contracts with manager

- Lending contract with creditor 


B. Need information that facilitates efficient contracting 

- Past performance of managers

- Reliable information

- Conservative information


• Are the two objective always aligned?

- Can we achieve both objectives using the same set of accounting information?


The Role of Accounting 
• Management compensation contracts and debt contracts are based on accounting numbers

• Accounting numbers are the basis of assessment of the success or failure of the contracts 

written by managers 


Reduction of Moral Hazard Costs 
- Managers have incentives to bias/distort financial reports

• Bonuses, retention and promotion often linked to financial performance 

• Debt covenant violation imminent: may distort to avoid losing company to lenders


- Investors face another MH problem if do not have means to monitor and discipline distortions 

• Investors will provide less capital to managers because they anticipate it will be used for 

managers’ own benefit

• Inefficiencies can be reduced if quality and validity of financial information is improved 

• Financial and information intermediaries play important roles in ensuring quality and validity


• Shareholders contract with managers to link pay to reported firm performance 

- Benefit: lower moral hazard costs


• Debtholders contract with firm to incorporate a covenant into a borrowing contracts

- Covenants are a cost of contracting

- Benefit: lower interest rates
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Monitoring and Governance Roles for Financial and Informational Intermediaries  

- Intermediaries exist between investors and entrepreneurs/managers  

• Use financial information to prevent market breakdown from AS and MH

• Provide independent certification of quality of business ideas

• Monitor and discipline 

managers 

- Financial intermediaries: 

• venture capital firms

• banks

• mutual funds

• insurance companies 


- Informational 
intermediaries:

• auditors

• financial analysts 

• bond-rating agencies

• the financial press


- AS reduced: intermediaries help sort between good and bad investments 

- MH reduced: scrutiny of financial statements to detect distortions
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Creating Financial Information 
- Institutional aspects of the financial reporting system that lead to the creation of timely, relevant 

and reliable financial information:

A. use of accrual accounting as the basis for reporting

B. management responsibly to prepare financial reports

C. accounting conventions to offset manager’s optimistic bias


- Investors require periodic updates about financial performance to judge whether to invest 
additional capital or withdraw

• Accounting systems select, measure and aggregate business activities to periodically create 

financial reports


A. Accrual Accounting  
- Companies continually create (or destroy) value, but it is infeasible to continually report

• Companies report periodically on their performance

• Most countries require quarterly public reporting on performance 


- Key performance measure: net income

• Change in wealth from period to period

• Accrual accounting measures full economic consequences to provide a more accurate 

measure of net income 

- Cash basis accounting recognises some/too much of an economic event

• Distortions in net income and the measurement of wealth creation between periods

• Accrual accounting looks beyond cash outlays obtain better estimated of wealth created/

destroyed 


B. Management Responsibility and Discretion  
- Management directs day-to-day activities and have the most knowledge of the business’ 

position

• Management uses knowledge to make judgements on accounting methods, estimates and 

recognition criteria

• Responsibility and discretion of managers reflected in financial reports

• Managers’ incentive to inflate figures/be optimistic 


C. Accounting Conventions and Standards 
- Investors have a problem determine if management discretion has inflated numbers

• Accounting conventions such as measurability and conservatism counter optimism bias


- Measurability: only transactions that can be estimated reasonably well should be reported

- Conservatism: differential treatment of potential losses/gains - losses recognised as soon 

as probable, gains not recognised until actually realised

- Managers’ choices and estimates are constrained by accounting standards 
• Uniformity in accounting treatment so managers are consistent, increasing performance 

comparability 

- After financial reports are created, independent auditors attest that standards are met

• Auditors have access to all information and look at overviews to determine accuracy 

• Add credibility to information 

• Auditors face high penalties for audit failures

• Audit committee of the board may be established to ensure auditor independence 


Summary of Financial Information Creation 
- Every accounting number reported has three components:


1. Information about the underlying economic performance and standing 
2. Measurement error due to inability to accurately forecast future controls and 

limitations placed by accounting rules 
3. Bias introduced by management to report performance that actually occurred  
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Interpreting Financial Information 
- Financial intermediaries take time to interpret financial information before making investment/

lending decisions

• Their success depends on their ability to identify high quality opportunities 

• Research managers: identify and evaluate potential investment opportunities 

• Portfolio managers: select particular securities to hold in various funds, aim to maximise 

return and maintain a reasonable level of risk 

- Informational intermediaries develop opinion and provide information on the quality of 

investment opportunities 

• Study publicly traded companies, analyse financial statements and management disclosures, 

issue buy and sell recommendations 

• Buy-side analysts: work for companies that buy securities for individual investors 

• Sell-side analysts: work for broker dealers and make recommenders to promote to their 

customers

• Independent analyst: not affiliated with a company, typically sell research to institutional 

investors 

- MH issue: sell-side analyst compromises objectivity to try win investment banking business

• Sell-side analyst commission became more closely tied to generating investment banking 

transactions 

• Sell-side analysts dissuaded from giving negative recommendations 


- Short sellers: gain when share prices fall 

• Motivated to give negative reports to facilitate stock price drops 

• Short selling is very high risk and heavily regulated or illegal 

• Counter management and sell side analysts’ optimistic bias


- Business press and media also have incentives to detect optimism 

• Reporters favour detecting/disclosing fraud as this gives them prominence in publications

• A free press market plays and important role in investigating, interpreting and reporting 

performance 


Private Monitoring and Governance  
- All public companies have boards to monitor MH problem of managers

• Board also helps AS problem to select high quality executives 

• Board approves financial statements and monitors and governs the company on behalf of 

shareholders 

• Large investors (companies) sometimes have representatives on the board

• Investors can try take control of company if they believe board not acting in their best 

interests

• Shareholders can also sure companies, managers, boards of directors or auditors 
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The Fundamental Problem of FA Measurement  
- The best measure of net income to control adverse selection is not the same as the best 

measure to motivate manager performance 

• Implies the interests of investors and manager conflict 


• Investors - might prefer current value accounting 
- Managers - does HCA, conservatism better reflect manager effort  

• Standard setting viewed as the means of mediating these conflicting interests 


Accrual Accounting  
- Under the accrual basis of accounting the effects of transactions are recognised when they 

occur and can be reliably measured (and not as cash is received or paid)

- Alleviates timing and matching problems associated with cash accounting

• Timing problems: cash flows that do not occur at the same time as the business activity 

yielding the cash flow

• Matching problems: cash inflows and outflows that occur from a business activity that are 

not matched in time e.g. fees received from job not linked to wages paid to staff working on 
job


• Reasons for timing and matching problems:

- Credit transactions: transactions often do not involve an immediate transfer of cash 

- Costs: often incurred before benefits are realised - measuring costs when cash outflows 

occur fails to reflect financial position

- Accruals = Net Income - Operating Cash Flows 
• Short-term: working capital items (current assets/liabilities)


- arise primarily from inventories and credit transactions that give rise to creditors/debtors, 
receivables/payables, prepaid expenses


- more direct cash flow implications 

• Long-term: depreciation, amortisation


- arise from capitalisation - deferring costs in current period whose benefits are expected in 
future periods


- generates long term assets e.g. plant and machinery 

- costs of these assets allocated over benefits periods


- Arguably more informative for both valuation and stewardship objectives than cash from 
operations 


- Over business live cash flows = accruals 

• Once business activities are concluded, timing and matching problems are reconciled 

• Therefore important to measure financial position in the short run, over periodic points in time


Accrual Fundamentals: Revenue Recognition and Matching Principal  
- Revenue Recognition: Revenues recognised when earned or realised/realisable 

• Earned: when a product or service is delivered

• Realised: when cash acquired for product/service delivered

• Realisable: when an convertible asset (e.g. receivables) is received for products/services 

delivered

- Expense Matching: Expenses matched with their corresponding revenues 

• Product costs: arise in the production of product/service


- recognised when product/service delivered

- remain on balance sheet as inventory until product sold 

- when sold, transferred to income statement as Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)


• Period costs: relate to a lump sum payment

- some can be matched to revenues to which they relate (e.g. marketing) 

- others do n
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What is Conservative Accounting? 
- Higher standard of verification required for recognition of gains/assets versus losses/liabilities 

- A bias downwards in measurement of net assets of a firm 

- Examples:

• Non-recognition of assets with uncertain payoffs


- Internally generated intangible assets

• Recognition of unrealised losses but non-recognition of unrealised gain for recorded assets 

(more timely recognition of losses relative to gains)

- Impairment test (AASB 136)

- Lower of cost or market valuation of inventory 


Sources of Demand for Conservatism and Reliability: Stewardship/Contracting  
• Lenders: face payoff asymmetry


- They can lose heavily if firm does poorly, but do not directly share in gains if the firm does 
well


- As a result, they demand early warning of financial distress

• Shareholders


- Managers assumed rational and will act in their own interest, which may conflict with 
shareholders’ interests


- As a result, shareholders demand information to encourage responsible manager effort and 
limit opportunistic actions 


• Reliability 

- Lenders demand reliable information to help protect against opportunistic manager polices 

that hide losses and record unrealised gains

• Conservatism 


A. Lenders demand conservative information:

- To help predict financial distress 

- Limits dividends increasing debtholder security 


- Reporting unrealised losses helps predict financial distress and limits dividends

B. Shareholders demand conservative information for stewardship  

- Acting as a constraint on managerial opportunism by not allowing gains to be recognised 

until realised (thus limiting discretion)

- Timely recognition of losses, even if unrealised, allows timely recognition of negative NPV 

projects that managers may have engaged 

• For efficient contracting Financial reporting should be:


- reliable

- conservative


• These policies often conflict with current value accounting 

- Current value accounting sacrifices reliability for relevance 


• Efficient contracting demand for reliable and conservative information conflicts with Conceptual 
Framework 

- Framework more future-oriented (i.e. relevant) information fair value accounting 


- Reliability downgraded to an enhancing characteristic 

- Framework more orientated to information needs of investors than stewardship 


- Framework does state that investors need information about manager stewardship but 
ignores problem that best information for investor decision making and stewardship 
evaluation may not be the same
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Our Framework to Understand Financial Reporting  
• We do not know the true value or income of a firm

• We attempt to estimate the report firm value we need to make Recognition, Measurement and 

Classification decisions 

• Accounting is an imperfect information system with both bias and random errors

• Managers reporting choices can be subject to both bias and random error and be motivated by:


- Informativeness

- - (acting in self-interest)


• Accounting standards can give rise to bias

• The nature of the firm


- Financing 

- Investing

- Operations activities include all activities related to the transformation inputs into goods and 

services that are sold

- Investment Decision

- Operation of the Investment 


• The value of equity shareholders is defined as the present value of expected future cash flow 
payoffs from the asset


• The value of debt is determined by the credit risk associated with the payoffs 


The non-existence of true net income 
• True Net Income = Change in Wealth (Value) between t and t-1

• Do we know the True wealth/value of firm at time t and t-1?

• No - because:


- PV estimates are subject to substantial error

- Markets are incomplete 


Full Disclosure? 

Conclusions 
• Objectives of financial reports:


- Valuation

- Stewardship/Efficient Contracting 


• Information demands:

- Valuation (present value of future cash flows)

- Stewardship (information that facilities efficient contracting)


• Minimisation of information asymmetry has important implications for economic welfare

• The desirable properties of financial reports to minimise information asymmetry may not be the 

same for adverse selection and moral hazard

• Two significant conventions associated with financial reporting are accrual and conservatism 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